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Linking Cavitation and Fracture to Molecular Scale
Structural Damage of Model Networks†

Christopher W. Barney,a‡ Ipek Sacligil,a Gregory N. Tewa, and Alfred J. Crosby∗a

Rapid expansion of soft solids subjected to a negative hydrostatic stress can occur through cav-
itation or fracture. Understanding how these two mechanisms relate to a material’s molecular
structure is important to applications in materials characterization, adhesive design, and tissue
damage. Here, a recently improved needle-induced cavitation (NIC) protocol is applied to a set of
model end-linked PEG gels with quantitatively linked elastic and fracture properties. This quan-
titative link between molecular scale structure and macroscopic properties is exploited to exper-
imentally probe the relationship between cavitation, fracture, and molecular scale damage. This
work indicates that rational tuning of the elastofracture length relative to the crack geometry can
be used to alter the expansion mechanism from cavitation to fracture during NIC.

1 Introduction
Cavitation rheology encompasses a developing suite of techniques
that exploit the phenomenon of cavitation to characterize the me-
chanical properties of soft gels and biological tissues.1 Here cav-
itation is defined as the sudden, unstable expansion of a void or
bubble in a fluid or solid subjected to negative hydrostatic stress.
Needle-induced cavitation (NIC) is an important cavitation rheol-
ogy technique due to its simple experimental setup, straightfor-
ward experimental protocol, and ability to characterize samples
both in and ex vivo.2–5 NIC is performed by inserting a needle into
a sample beyond the puncture point and then injecting a fluid
into the sample. Upon reaching a critical pressure, rapid expan-
sion of a void at the needle tip is observed.6 This expansion can
occur through an elastic cavitation process or an inelastic fracture
process, and the critical pressure at which this expansion occurs
relates to both the material properties of the sample and the nee-
dle geometry.7 Fracture is defined as the process of creating new
surface within a material through the accumulation of molecu-
lar scale structural damage. Distinguishing these two expansion
mechanisms is critical when exploiting cavitation to characterize
the elastic and fracture properties of a material.7–9

Despite the promise of NIC, distinguishing cavitation and frac-
ture mechanisms has remained challenging, both in terms of the
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experimental protocols employed and understanding the struc-
ture of the materials tested. Traditional NIC protocols have
largely focused on the pressurization process while leaving the
needle insertion process vague, saying only that it must be em-
bedded in the sample beyond the point of puncture. Recent work
has found that this ambiguity can lead to a 10x increase in the
critical injection pressure due to the presence of residual strain
below the indenter tip.6,10 It was further found that including
a retraction step to pull the needle back after insertion, which
leaves an open crack below the needle tip, reduced the critical in-
jection pressure to the point where it agreed well with theoretical
predictions of the critical cavitation pressure PCav.6 PCav is con-
nected to both the materials properties and cavity geometry and
takes the form,

PCav =
2γ

R
+

5
6

E (1)

for a Neo-Hookean material where γ is surface tension, R is ini-
tial cavity radius (set by the outer radius of the needle), and E is
elastic modulus.11,12 Note that the coefficients in Equation (1) as-
sume a spherical geometry and past studies have shown that this
is a good approximation for the NIC geometry.6,13,14 The critical
fracture pressure PFrac for NIC is given by

PFrac =

√
EGc

πR
(2)

where Gc is the fracture energy of the sample.15 Note that
Equation (2) assumes a planar crack geometry as opposed to
the penny-shaped crack geometry often employed in NIC pro-
tocols.7,8 A planar geometry is chosen as it should be a better
representation of the long slender crack left below the needle tip
when NIC is performed with a retraction step.6
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The transition between cavitation and fracture in NIC can be
found by equating PCav and PFrac to get,

Gc

ER
= π

(
2γ

ER
+

5
6

)2
. (3)

This connects the transition to both the cavity size and two phys-
ical size scales defined as the elastocapillary length γ/E and the
elastofracture length Gc/E. γ/E is a physical size scale related to
the balance between surface forces and elastic forces. In NIC, γ is
set by the interfacial tension between the injection fluid and sam-
ple surface and offers limited tunability. In contrast, E connects
to material structure and has a wide range of accessible values
making γ/E most easily tuned by altering E.

Gc/E is a physical size scale related to the breakdown of lin-
ear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) and the onset of nonlinear
failure mechanisms, such as crack blunting.17 Gc/E is determined
by two properties which relate to the molecular scale structure of
crosslinked networks. This connection to molecular scale struc-
ture presents a challenge as most crosslinking strategies form het-
erogeneous networks with poorly defined structure.18 This poor
understanding of network structure has limited the experimen-
tal design of literature studies aimed at probing this transition
with NIC to focus solely on tuning E instead of Gc/E as a pri-
mary variable, even though Equation (3) indicates that Gc/E is
the important parameter.7–9

Recently, the elastic and fracture properties of model end-
linked tetrafunctional poly(ethylene glycol) gels (PEG gels) were
characterized.16,19,20 Material properties of these well-defined
networks were found to quantitatively agree with molecular mod-
els of elasticity and fracture, demonstrating that chain scission
provided the only significant energy dissipation observed during
fracture.16 This understanding of the observed energy dissipation
mechanism enables the connection between macroscopically ob-
served deformation and molecular scale network structure. Inde-
pendent characterization of both E and Gc in these model PEG
gels also enables the rational design of experiments that tune
Gc/E. Here, we use NIC measurements on model PEG gels, which
systematically vary Gc/E, to provide new insight into the transi-

tion between cavitation and fracture mechanisms.

This work experimentally links cavitation and fracture to
molecular scale structural damage by performing NIC on model
PEG gels. Experimental details on the methods and materials
used in this study, including a discussion of strategies for tuning
the elastofracture length, are first presented. NIC measurements
on the model PEG gels are then presented. Morphology of the
cavities during and after expansion as well as quantitative com-
parison between cavitation and fracture pressure predictions are
used to connect the observed expansion mechanism to molecu-
lar scale structural damage. This connection is used to rationally
tune between the cavitation and fracture driven expansion mech-
anisms. These findings have broad implications for applications
in materials characterization,7–9 design of pressure sensitive ad-
hesives,21–23 and damage of biological tissues.1,24

2 Experimental

2.1 Methods

Full details on the experimental equipment and methods used
in NIC have been recently published.6 Here, only the details
necessary for recreating these measurements are reported. NIC
was performed using a needle displacement rate of 1 mm/s,
maximum displacement of 15 mm, retraction distance of 7.5
mm, and volumetric compression rate of 500 microliter/min
with air as the injection fluid. Approximately 2 mL of com-
pressible volume was contained in the system. Needle size was
varied with values of the inner and outer radius (Rin,Rout) =

{(80,156),(130,232),(534,737)} µm. Here the outer radius sets
the relevant size scale and is simply referred to as R in the rest of
this work. Critical pressures were typically observed 30-60 s after
pressurization occurred. Estimating the onset of the instability-
like expansion to occur at a strain of approximately 50% gives
an average strain rate of approximately 0.01 s−1.8 A summary
of all experimental conditions for each set of data is available in
the supplementary information. Compressional dynamic mechan-
ical analysis (DMA) was performed in this work and is reported in
the supplementary information. The experimental notch test data
presented in this work is taken from a previous publication.16
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Fig. 1 Sketch showing the experimental geometry and network chemistry used in this work. This is the same synthetic approach employed recently to
demonstrate a strong connection between molecular structure and both E and Gc. 16
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Fig. 2 Plots of the elastofracture length against a) N and b) φo showing strong agreement with the scaling predictions of Equation (6). Data is taken
from pure shear notch tests. 16 Agreement between the data and theoretical scalings shows that altering N is a more effective means of tuning Gc/E.

2.2 Materials

Tetrafunctional poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) gels were formed in
dimethylformamide (DMF) through reaction of linear telechelic
PEG macromonomers with a tetrafunctional crosslinking agent
(Figure 1). Samples were tested as made without further swelling
or solvent exchange. Here, only the details necessary for recreat-
ing these gels are reported. Full details on the experimental mate-
rials used in this study have been recently published.16 Gels were
synthesized using 4 kg/mol (degree of polymerization N = 91)
and 12 kg/mol (N = 273) linear PEG chains at a concentration
of 50 mg/mL and 77 mg/mL in DMF respectively. The end-
linking strategy used to create these networks is more controlled
than other strategies such as free radical polymerization or typ-
ical rubber vulcanization processes.25–27 The structure of these
gels, including the fraction of loop defects, has been character-
ized and reported separately.16,20,28–31 Since the network struc-
ture of these end-linked gels is well-defined, N can be calculated
from the input length of the PEG chains16,31 and not inferred
from measurements of E as is typically done for networks that
have ill-defined structure.26,32,33

3 Tuning the Elastofracture Length

Probing the cavitation to fracture transition in NIC requires the
ability to rationally tune Gc/E relative to the needle radius R.
This presents a particular challenge as Gc and E are materials
properties that lack a deterministic link at the continuum level.
This means that any theoretical link between Gc and E must nec-
essarily relate both properties to material structure. Recently, it
has been shown that E in these gels is well-modeled with the real
elastic network theory (RENT) model,

ERENT = 3νkbT

(
φ

1
3

o Ree,o

φ
1
3 Ree

)2(
Fe f f −2

Fe f f

)
(4)

where ν is the chain density, kb is Boltzmann’s constant, T is
temperature, φ is polymer volume fraction, Ree is the end-to-
end chain distance, and Fe f f is the effective junction function-
ality.16,31 φo and Ree,o refer to quantities taken in the reference
state, which is assumed to be at reaction conditions. It has also
been shown that a loop-modified form of Lake-Thomas Theory is
an appropriate description of Gc in these gels,

Gc,RENT = νRee,oNU

(
Fe f f

Fe f f −2

) 1
2

(5)

where U is the energy released per monomer segment.16,34 Com-
bining these two models and assuming that φ = φo (supplemen-
tary information) gives,

Gc

E
∼ N

3
2 φo
− 1

8

(
Fe f f

Fe f f −2

) 3
2

(6)

predicting that while Gc/E is a strong function of N it is a rela-
tively weak function of φo. This suggests that if one wishes to tune
Gc/E, it is best change the molecular weight between crosslinks.
However, if one wished to hold Gc/E approximately constant as
E was altered, then it would be best to alter the polymer concen-
tration.

Data showing Gc/E measured via pure shear notch tests per-
formed on PEG gels at various N and φo are shown in Figure 2.16

Good agreement is observed between the scalings from these
plots and those predicted by Equation (6). Note that while the
range of φo values accessed here is not wide enough to distinguish
between a φo

o and φo
− 1

8 scaling, it is clear from the data that Gc
E

does not vary significantly over the φo range used in the NIC ex-
periments. This agreement confirms that altering N is an effec-
tive means of tuning Gc/E while altering φo is not. This means
that while both φo and N are altered between samples used in
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Fig. 3 Images of the cavity starting at the critical pressure and increasing with time as a function of RE/Gc. Sketches of the process from a continuum
perspective and molecular perspective are also shown. Note that the sketches shown are in a different viewing plane than the one shown in the
experimental images. The red lines in the continuum level sketches represent the potential crack path that would open up if crack propagation were to
occur. When RE/Gc = 0.02 two potential expansion mechanisms are observed. Scale bars are 2.5 mm in length.

this study, tuning N is the underlying change which drives a shift
in Gc/E. These results highlight the importance of understand-
ing the coupled nature of Gc and E when designing experiments
around tuning the elastofracture length.

4 Needle-Induced Cavitation of Model Gels
The transition between cavitation and fracture mechanisms is re-
lated to the needle size R and both γ/E and Gc/E, as laid out
in Equation (3). Assuming that γ ≈ 40 mN/m and E ≈ 10 kPa
gives an estimate of γ/E on the order of 10−6 m. Taking the ratio
of γ/E relative to the smallest needle size R ≈ 10−4 m, gives a
value of approximately 0.01 which is negligible compared to the
5/6 value in Equation (3). Since the contribution from interfa-
cial tension is negligible, the crossover point between PCav and
PFrac is predicted at a value of RE/Gc = 0.46. Images of the cavity
at the needle tip starting at the onset of expansion and increas-
ing with time as a function of R normalized by Gc/E are shown
in Figure 3. Supplementary Videos SV1-4 show the full runs for
RE/Gc = {0.84,0.37,0.27,0.02}, respectively. Note that the opti-
cal contrast of the roughness at the cavity surface is influenced by
the orientation of the crack. Since this is randomly determined
by the needle insertion process and does not become apparent
until expansion occurs, all discussion of roughness in this work is
qualitative. RE/Gc is adjusted from 0.84 to 0.27 by altering the
size of the needle employed. RE/Gc is shifted from 0.27 to 0.02
by tuning Gc/E.

The morphologies observed in these images display four po-
tential expansion mechanisms. When RE/Gc = 0.84, the cav-
ity at the start and finish of expansion is rough and lacks ax-

isymmetry indicating a fracture process driving expansion. This
leads to the rupture of network chains at the crack tip. When
RE/Gc = 0.37 and RE/Gc = 0.27, the cavity at the start of ex-
pansion is smooth, and then transitions to being rough indicat-
ing a cavitation-initiated expansion that transitions to a fracture
process. This also leads to the rupture of network chains at the
crack tip. When RE/Gc = 0.02, the cavity at the start and finish
of expansion is smooth which suggests either an elastic cavitation
process or an inelastic cavitation process where damage occurs
in the material through a nonlinear failure mechanism. These re-
sults indicate that visualization of the cavity at the start and finish
of the expansion can be used to distinguish between all expansion
mechanisms except for those where expansion of the cavity stabi-
lizes before the ultimate failure stretch is achieved.

While the expansion when RE/Gc = 0.02 appears similar to a
purely elastic cavitation process, visual measurements alone can-
not determine that irreversible changes, or damage, to the gel
network do not occur. This potential damage is sketched in Fig-
ure 3 as being localized around the crack tip as one might expect
during blunted crack propagation;17 however, recent experimen-
tal work suggests that the damage may be more distributed in this
case.35 The images in Figure 3 can be used to distinguish whether
or not damage must occur by calculating the volumetric stretch
at the cavity surface after expansion.

Taking the square root of the ratio between the final and ini-
tial surface area A between the surfaces at the start and finish of
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Fig. 4 a) Plot of the experimentally observed critical expansion pressure Pc normalized by PCav against RE/Gc. The black line represents the point at
which fracture is predicted to occur. b) Plot showing the comparison between Gc measured with notch tests by Barney et al. 16 and measured with NIC
in this work when RE/Gc ≈ 0.84.

expansion can then be use to estimate the maximum stretch λmax,

λmax =

(
A
Ao

) 1
2

=

√
4πr2

2πRl
(7)

where r is the radius of the cavity in the fully expanded state, and
l is the axial length of the void below the needle tip modeled here
as a cylinder. As seen in Figure 3,the cavity is not perfectly spher-
ical. Estimating the radius of the cavity in the axial and radial
directions gives radii of 2.17 mm and 2.69 mm, respectively. The
radius of the initial tubular defect is estimated to be 0.156 mm
and the height is measured as 2.1 mm. These calculations give
estimates of λmax = 5.4 or λmax = 6.6 at the surface of the material
when using the cavity radius estimate in the axial and radial di-
rections, respectively. Due to the shape of the cavity, λmax = 5.4 is
an underestimate of the stretch and λmax = 6.6 is an overestimate.
The maximum stretch a network chain can undergo can then be
used to estimate whether or not the material could accommodate
the observed deformation without damaging the network struc-
ture. Assuming uniaxial extension, λ1 = λ , thus λ2 = λ3 = λ−1/2

through an assumption of incompressibility. λmax in the wet state
can be estimated using the unconstrained end-to-end distance of
a network chain Ree,o and its contour length Ree,max,

λmax,wet =

(
Ree,max

λsRee,o

)
= φ

1
3

√
VPEG

VRe f
N = 5.5, (8)

as developed and validated against data from Akagi et al.36 in the
supplementary information, where λs is a swelling ratio, VPEG =

0.069 nm3 is PEG monomer volume, and VRe f = 0.1 nm3 is the
monomer reference volume. These calculations show a maximum
volumetric stretch that can be accommodated of λmax,wet = 5.5.
This value is only 1.8% higher than our lower bound value,
which represents an underestimate of the strain in the system,

of λmax = 5.4. Based on this, we conclude that some damage to
the molecular structure must occur to reach the stretch values
observed in experiment when RE/Gc = 0.02. This result suggests
that an inelastic cavitation mechanism is observed here, where ex-
pansion is initiated by an elastic cavitation process and inelastic
damage develops through some nonlinear failure process during
expansion. However, in this case the cavity remains smooth and
spherical since the final pressure at which the stretch stabilizes is
greater than PCav.

While the cavity morphology can be used to distinguish be-
tween the expansion mechanisms, these phenomena are also dis-
tinguishable through quantitative predictions of the cavitation
and fracture pressures. Experimentally observed critical pressure
Pc normalized by PCav plotted against RE/Gc is shown in Fig-
ure 4a. The solid black line represents PFrac/PCav with negligible
interfacial tension and the arrows show the crossover point where
RE/Gc = 0.46. At low values of RE/Gc, Pc/PCav << PFrac/PCav

indicating that the threshold cavitation pressure is realized well
below the criterion for fracture in support of the inelastic cavi-
tation mechanism proposed above. The divergence of PFrac/PCav

as RE/Gc → 0 shows that the inelastic cavitation mechanism is
made possible by a breakdown of LEFM, which is often assumed
to hold when modeling the transition between cavitation and
fracture.8 At intermediate values of RE/Gc, Pc/PCav < PFrac/PCav

indicating that the cavitation pressure is near but less than the
fracture pressure. This finding indicates that initiation of expan-
sion will occur through an elastic cavitation mechanism; however,
the fracture criterion will be satisfied during expansion result-
ing in a cavitation-initiated fracture mechanism. At large values
of RE/Gc, Pc/PCav > PFrac/PCav indicating that the fracture pres-
sure will be realized before the cavitation pressure leading to a
straightforward fracture expansion mechanism. Also note that
the measurements at RE/Gc ≈ 0.84 provide the first experimental
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verification that Gc measured with NIC agrees with an indepen-
dent estimate from notch tests as shown in Figure 4b.16

The results presented above indicate that previously developed
theory8 was able to predict the expansion mechanism in all cases
except for when RE/Gc = 0.02. Expansion under these conditions
(RE/Gc = 0.02) was predicted to be a purely elastic cavitation
mechanism; however an inelastic cavitation mechanism resulting
in damage was observed. This difference is most likely due to the
assumption that crack propagation in these cases can be modeled
using LEFM; however, cavitation of the void coincides with the
onset of extreme blunting at the crack tip.8,37 Kang et al. have
provided some modeling of blunted systems and found that dis-
tinguishing between purely elastic cavitation and inelastic cavita-
tion where damage occurs at the blunted crack tip is non-trivial.38

In this study, it was only possible through the use of materials
with well-defined network structure. This shows that cavitation
processes that may appear to be elastic at a macroscopic level can
still damage the underlying material structure.

While the results presented above demonstrate that the cavita-
tion to fraction transition can be readily tuned by altering Gc/E
relative to the cavity geometry, it is important to discuss the lim-
itations of our findings. First, NIC relies on the needle insertion
process to define the initial crack geometry. This process dam-
ages the material and can often lead to crack morphologies more
complex than those reported here.39 Further investigation into
what causes more complex crack morphologies during puncture
and how that impacts the NIC response is of interest in the future.
Second, NIC is a technique where the expansion mechanism re-
lates to both Gc/E and γ/E; however, this work only operates in
the limit where γ/E is negligible. The quantitative impact of in-
terfacial energies on the transition from cavitation to fracture re-
mains an open question where further experimental data would
provide clarity. Third, while there is a clearly defined theoreti-
cal and experimental boundary between fracture and cavitation-
initiated fracture mechanisms, no boundaries are drawn between
cavitation-initiated fracture, purely elastic cavitation, and inelas-
tic cavitation. Probing these boundaries is of interest in the fu-
ture and will likely require consideration of further experimental
variables, such as the amount of compressible air contained in
the pressure system.8,40 Finally, while it was shown that some
structural damage must occur to accommodate the deformations
observed when RE/Gc = 0.02, the way in which this nonlinear
damage proceeds is not addressed by this work.

5 Conclusions

Recent improvements in needle-induced cavitation and a quanti-
tative link between network structure and the elastic and fracture
properties of a set of model end-linked PEG gels were exploited
to experimentally connect cavitation and fracture to molecular
scale damage. These results indicated that damage may still occur
when a macroscopically smooth cavitation event is observed. It
was also experimentally confirmed that measurements of fracture
energy from NIC measurements agreed with those from notch
tests.
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